AVONDALE AUDIO
Preamplifier Modules

PRODUCT BROCHURE

Unbridled Audio Performance
The new range from Avondale Audio
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Thick 2mm PCB substrate with gold plated pads
Avondale’s unique ‘litz’ PCB tracking in the signal path
Double thickness copper track for reduced impedance
Revised component position results in shorter signal path
Extra large film capacitors used in the signal path
Extremely high grade ‘Bulk Foil’ resistors
Nichicon KZ and Panasonic Electrolytic Capactors
Premium polystyrene and polypropylene capacitors
Matched transistors for each pair

AR

Developed during the early 1970s, the Naim NAC series of pre-amplifiers catered for the range of ancillary
equipment on sale at the time. Tape recorders, first in reel to reel and later, the cassette format, tuners and other
ancillary components were so low in output they had to be amplified by a considerable amount to ensure full drive
for any connected power amplifier. The gain stage in the NAC series has a gain of 12 which means that any signal
given to it is amplified twelve times before leaving the stage.
This was all well and good for the tuners of the time but then along came CD with outputs from the machines
exceeding 2 Volts, the original Naim 321 stage, as it is known, shows its age and is difficult to tame with regard to
output levels. This entails a great deal of delicate juggling with the volume control where the sound is either too loud
or much too soft for only a fractional rotation of the control.
A side effect of all this gain is a considerable level of background 'hiss' especially when using sensitive loudspeaker
systems. It is possible to alter the feedback components in the 321 stage to reduce the amount of gain to a
suitable level but this operation brings its own drawbacks in degredation of the sound quality. The sound becomes
flat and lifeless when too much feedback is introduced.
To answer the above issues, Les has designed a version of the circuit used in the much regarded Grad One preamp. Using a configuration which needs no overall feedback, this deceptively simple design using only two
semiconductors in the signal path, the result is a release of the full potential of any Naim pre-amp in which it is
installed.
With a gain more suited to the input from CD players, this little component alone solves the problems once and for
all. The volume control becomes just that - under control and hiss levels are reduced by an order of magnitude.
Transients in the music are handled with an ease not evident in the original 321 circuits. The 821s take everything
in their stride with a distinct improvement in overall detail without glare or artifice.
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Revised component position results in shorter signal path
Superior sounding military grade brass cased tantalum
capacitors used in the signal path
High quality, tight tolerance metal film resistors
High quality Nippon Chemicon Electrolytic Capactors
Premium polystyrene and polypropylene capacitors

The 321 line stage
Revisited

When Naim first came onto the market with their separate units, the range of source components was limited to a
few tape players, FM tuners etc., with outputs in the order of a few tens of millivolts - typically according to the spec
on the rear of Naim pre-amps - 75mV (0.075V).
All inputs presented to the Naim pre-amps have to pass through the 321 circuit before leaving the pre-amp for any
connected power amplifier. This results in the 321 having a sonic signature over everything reproduced by the preamps and it is the opinion of Les that this signature contributes most to the so-called "Naim sound"
Nowadays, CD players have outputs typically in excess of one to two Volts, well outside the capabilities of the
range of pre-amp inputs specified by Naim even to this day in their latest range of products.
Latest pre-amps from Naim have addressed the possibility of overload by adding a further stage in the form of the
328 module. This circuit is a revision of previous designs by Naim in that it has an attenuator trimmer at the input to
reduce the CD output level to something which the 321 circuit is able to cope with. The 328 stage is widely
regarded as being not terribly good and listeners report a reduction in dynamics and a certain softening of leading
edges - in all, not a happy situation and something of a 'fix all' remedy.
A by product of all this gain in the stage is noise and the 321 presents quite an obtrusive background noise to
any connected power amplifiers.
So then, what Les has managed to achieve is a revision of the 321 circuit without sacrificing the original qualities of
what is after all, a fine pre-amp. Bearing in mind that the pre-amp may be required to process a variety of signals,
there have to be certain compromises, for instance: the 321 stage must be able to amplify the output from any
RIAA phono stage fitted so must have some gain in reserve. At the same time, it must not be overloaded by the
signal from a CD player as discussed above and the listener must retain fine control over the volume level without
trouble.
In revising this circuit over many years, a series of strategies eventually emerged and the formula has now been
refined after literally many months of audition. Reducing the overall gain by a half, the 321 AR stage is now well
able to cater for high level signals whilst retaining sufficient gain for the reproduction of vinyl records without any
loss of detail or dynamic contrasts.
In refining the circuit and choosing a variety of high quality components, each chosen to voice the design in some
areas has has resulted in greater transparency.
Through the use of a ground plane, a lower noise figure has been achieved than would otherwise be possible. In
specifying matched low noise transistors, specially imported Japanese carbon film resistors, and the highest grade
electrolytic caps available today we feel confident we have produced the ultimate realization of the 321 line stage
circuit.
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Thick 2mm PCB substrate with gold plated pads
Double thickness copper track for reduced impedance
Revised component position results in shorter signal path
Extra large film capacitors used in the signal path
High grade Japanese ‘AMRG’ resistors and 'AMCH' capacitors
Highest audio grade Nichicon KZ electrolytic Capactors
Matched low noise transistors for each pair
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For more information please visit www.avondaleaudio.com
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